RAISE THE PRAISE UP
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Solo: When I think of Jesus and how He set me free.
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He has loose-ned my shack-les and washed a-way my sin__
e-ven though I ain't wor-thy I be-long to Him
Sop: He has

Sop: paid the price for me______________________
Alto: paid the price for me______________________
Ten: paid the price for me______________________

paid the price__________ for me________
paid the price_ for me________
for me________
Sop: Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up  Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up  Oh____  Oh____  Yeah-e

Alto: Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up  Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up  Oh____  Oh____  Yeah-e

Ten: Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up  Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up  Oh____  Oh____  Yeah-e
Choir: Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up Oh_____ Oh_____ Yeah-e

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up Oh_____ Oh_____ Yeah-e

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up

Hal-le-lu-jah Raise the praise up Oh_____ Oh_____ Yeah-e

Outro